
I am OMAR 

I Am is a 2011 Indian anthology film by Onir. It consists of four short films: "Omar", "Afia", 

"Abhimanyu", and "Megha". Each film shares the common theme of fear and each is also 

based on real life stories. The film was financed by donations from more than 400 different 

people around the world, many of whom donated through social networking sites like 

Facebook. The Humsafar Trust supported the Í am Omar’ story with funding support and 

became partner in this memorable venture. 

There are four stories but the characters are interwoven with each story. "Abhimanyu" is 

based on child abuse, "Omar" on gay rights, "Megha" is about Kashmiri Pandits and "Afia" 

deals with sperm donation. I Am was released with subtitles in all regions as six different 

languages are spoken in the film: Hindi, English, Kannada, Marathi, Bengali and Kashmiri.  

"Omar" - Jai, from Bangalore, (Rahul Bose) meets Omar, a struggling actor in Mumbai, 

(Arjun Mathur). They flirt and have dinner together and then have sex at a public place. A 

policeman (Abhimanyu Singh) comes and manhandles them both and threatens Jai to turn 

him in under Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code and blackmails into giving 100,000 

Rupees as bribe. Omar goes with Jai's ATM card to draw money, and meanwhile policeman 

forcibly has sex with Jai. Omar returns with 50,000 Rupees, that policeman takes and also 

takes mobiles of both Jai and Omar. Then he takes Omar along with him against protests of 

Jai (A hint of policeman taking Omar to have sex with him too). Later on Jai meets Omar 

again in a hotel and tell him that later that night, Jai had gone and woke up a big lawyer and 

went with him to the police station to get Omar released only to find that Omar was never 

there and then he realized that Omar was a part of setup to extort money from Jai.
 

I AM went on to win the National Award for the best film on national integration. 
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